Average properties of geomagnetic storms in 1932–2009
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[1] We investigate the average properties of geomagnetic storms using the global and local Dxt indices at four Dst stations in 1932–2009. Imposing the condition of complete data availability during storms, our study includes 1268/362/134/59 storms with Dxt minimum less than −50/−100/−150/−200 nT, respectively. The global Dxt minima were, on an average, −94/−156/−216/−275 nT, while deepest storm-time local Dxt minima were −137/−214/−285/−350 nT. Accordingly, the local Dxt minima are typically 25–30% stronger than the global Dxt minima. The distribution of largest storm-time disturbances is strongly peaked at 18 local time (LT), challenging local midnight as the dominant ion source. Relative timing of local minima verifies that stations at earlier LT hour observe their minimum a couple of hours after the deepest minimum, in agreement with westward drift of ions. Storm-time maximum asymmetries were found to increase with storm intensity level from about 70 nT to 150 nT for −50 to −200 nT storms. However, strong storms are relatively more symmetric than weak storms when compared to the typical level of local disturbance. During individual storms the asymmetry can be more than 200 nT. The rate of evolution of storm-time asymmetry is found to be roughly twice as fast for large storms. We emphasize that the unique database of local Dxt indices proves to be very useful in studying the average spatial distribution and temporal evolution of storms.


1. Introduction

[2] During geomagnetic storms a large amount of energy is injected into the inner magnetosphere due to a long period of steady or fluctuating southward directed interplanetary magnetic field. Such special periods are produced especially during interplanetary coronal mass ejections (CME) and corotating interaction regions (CIR) driven by high speed streams [see, e.g., Gonzalez et al., 1999; Kamide and Maltsev, 2007]. As a consequence, the flux of energetic particles is suddenly and significantly increased over a range of fairly low L-shells, typically L = 3-6. The Dst index [Sugiura, 1964] was developed to measure the magnitude of the ring-shaped current produced by these newly accelerated energetic particles. The Dst index is constructed from the horizontal magnetic field at four low- to midlatitude stations (Hermanus, HER; Honolulu, HON; Kakioka, KAK; San Juan, SJG; for coordinates see Table 1) according to the recipe developed in the 1960s [see, e.g., Sugiura, 1964; Sugiura and Kamei, 1991]. The Dst index is maintained by the World Data center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstdir/) since the International Geophysical Year 1957. More recently, several groups [Karinen and Mursula, 2005; Xu et al., 2008; Love and Gannon, 2009] have started producing alternate versions of the Dst index or its proxies, trying, e.g., to modify or correct some deficiencies or problems of the “official” Dst index. We have reconstructed the Dst index using the original Dst derivation recipe as closely as possible [Karinen and Mursula, 2005, 2006], except that the local disturbances were normalized by the cosine of station’s geomagnetic latitude [Mursula et al., 2008]. This index is called the Dxt index in order to distinguish it from the Kyoto Dst index. One of the main aims of that work was to extract the local disturbances contributing to the global Dxt index (to be called here the local Dxt indices; the global Dxt index being disturbances are rather localized in longitude [see, e.g., Lui et al., 1987; Liemohn et al., 2001; Takalo and Mursula, 2001; Huttunen et al., 2006]. The asymmetry is most typically caused by ions drifting westward around the dusk sector toward the noon, staying partly on open drift shells and therefore being guided out through the dayside magnetopause. Accordingly, the morning sector is only partly filled with drifting ions.

[3] The Dst index is calculated from the observations of the horizontal magnetic field at four low- to midlatitude stations (Hermanus, HER; Honolulu, HON; Kakioka, KAK; San Juan, SJG; for coordinates see Table 1) according to the recipe developed in the 1960s [see, e.g., Sugiura, 1964; Sugiura and Kamei, 1991]. The Dst index is maintained by the World Data center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstdir/) since the International Geophysical Year 1957. More recently, several groups [Karinen and Mursula, 2005; Xu et al., 2008; Love and Gannon, 2009] have started producing alternate versions of the Dst index or its proxies, trying, e.g., to modify or correct some deficiencies or problems of the “official” Dst index. We have reconstructed the Dst index using the original Dst derivation recipe as closely as possible [Karinen and Mursula, 2005, 2006], except that the local disturbances were normalized by the cosine of station’s geomagnetic latitude [Mursula et al., 2008]. This index is called the Dxt index in order to distinguish it from the Kyoto Dst index. One of the main aims of that work was to extract the local disturbances contributing to the global Dxt index (to be called here the local Dxt indices; the global Dxt index being disturbances are rather localized in longitude [see, e.g., Lui et al., 1987; Liemohn et al., 2001; Takalo and Mursula, 2001; Huttunen et al., 2006]. The asymmetry is most typically caused by ions drifting westward around the dusk sector toward the noon, staying partly on open drift shells and therefore being guided out through the dayside magnetopause. Accordingly, the morning sector is only partly filled with drifting ions.
the average of the four local Dxt indices) in addition to the global four-station average Dxt index, since corresponding local Dst indices are not available at Kyoto WDC. We will use here the global Dxt index and the local Dxt indices at the four Dst stations in order to study the temporal development and spatial structure of geomagnetic storms in more detail than possible only using the global index.

[4] As noted earlier [Karinen and Mursula 2005], an exact reproduction of the original Dst index is not possible because of, e.g., the missing information on the treatment of data gaps. Moreover, the Dxt index is known to correct some errors in the original Dst index, thereby leading to differences between the two indices at certain times [Karinen et al., 2002; Karinen and Mursula, 2005]. The Dxt index also extends the time span of the Dst index (which starts in 1957), by more than 25 years to start in 1932. This is possible by using the observations of the Cape Town station, which was the predecessor of Hermanus, with all other Dst stations starting their operations even earlier. Accordingly, the global and local Dxt indices present a homogeneous series of magnetospheric disturbances for nearly 80 years. Note also that, despite the above mentioned differences between the Dst and Dxt indices at certain times, the two indices are, overall, very similar and the average absolute difference between the two indices during the overlapping time interval 1957–2009 is only 3.2 nT. Therefore, most of the results obtained in this study using the Dxt indices would remain closely valid even if conducted based on the “official” Dst index, if the local Dst indices only were available.

[5] In this paper we use this unique database of local and global Dxt indices to study the average properties of storms of different intensity levels, in particular the average spatial distribution of the major disturbances and the average temporal evolution. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the storm selection recipe and the basic statistics of storms. Section 3 presents two sample storms and their mutually quite different temporal evolutions. In section 4 we investigate the averages of local Dxt values during storms of different intensity levels. Section 5 presents the local time distribution of storm-time disturbances and section 6 discusses the UT time distribution of the global Dxt index and the time differences between the global and local indices. Section 7 discusses the storm-time asymmetries in detail. Finally, we give our conclusions in section 8.

2. Storm Selection and Number of Storms

[6] We have selected geomagnetic storms of four different (integral) intensity levels with the minimum value of the global Dxt index being less than −50/−100/−150/−200 nT. (For example, a storm with minimum Dxt index of −170 nT is included in the first three intensity levels, but not in the −200 nT level.) We first searched for all peaks at these levels during the whole period 1932–2009. From these we included only the deepest Dxt minima within a 6-day time interval, 72 hours (3 days) before and 72 hours after the peak hour. In this way storms with several minima (intensifications) were counted as one storm, within the intensity category determined by the deepest minimum. We also required that none of the four Dst stations should have any data gaps in the magnetic field H component in the time interval from −48 hours to +72 hours around the Dxt minimum hour. Setting this requirement on data availability at each station, we avoided the problem of data gaps in the local indices, and guaranteed that complete information is available for all storms from all four stations, leading to more systematic and reliable results.

[7] Using these criteria, we found 1268/362/134/59 storms in 1932–2009 with global Dxt minimum less than −50/−100/−150/−200 nT. Thus, the average annual number of storms with Dxt minimum below −50 nT was about 16 during this 78-year time interval. Out of these 476/123/49/19 storms occurred during the 24 year period 1932–1956 and 792/239/85/40 storms in the 52 year interval 1957–2009 when Dst index became available. Accordingly, there were relatively more storms/year (i.e., the storm rate was higher) in the earlier period. This is partly because of data gaps, which were more plentiful in the 1980s, partly because of the declining solar activity during the last decades. In order to compare the effect of the selection criteria on the number of storms, we have relaxed the condition of no gaps in Dst station data, finding that there were 1694/494/195/91 storms in 1932–2009, and 1121/342/133/66 storms in 1957–2009, if all available station data were used and the global index was calculated using those stations which have valid observations. (This policy slightly deviates from Karinen and Mursula [2005] who interpolated over small gaps.) Accordingly, the condition of gapless data did cause a notable reduction in the number of storms, the reduction percentage increasing slightly from about 25% to 35% with storm intensity in 1932–2009, and from about 30% to 40% in 1957–2009. The slightly larger reduction rates in 1957–2009 are in agreement with the above note of relatively more gaps in the latter period. Note also that the increase of reduction rates with storm intensity is in agreement with the idea that the gaps took place relatively more frequently during storm times. However, despite the reduction the number of storms remains quite large so that we can study the properties of storms even at different intensity levels.

[8] We also calculated the number of storms based on the minima of the Dst index in 1957–2009. Using only the 6-day separation condition, the numbers of Dst index storms were 1252/369/141/71, and using, in addition, the condition of no data gaps in Dst stations during the storms gave 885/257/87/41 storms. This shows a very similar reduction effect of about 30–40% when imposing the no-gap criteria, as seen in the Dxt index over the same time interval. Also, similarly, the reduction effect increases with storm intensity. Using the same criteria, the number of storms based on the Dst index or the Dxt index are quite similar, although there are some 5–10% more storms in the Dst index list. The larger number
of storms in the Dst list is, in the case of using all available data, at least partly due to the fact that some gaps in Dst index were filled with data from other than the four Dst stations, thus increasing the possibility that the additional station registered a large disturbance and made Dst slightly larger. However, since there are more storms in the Dst list even when imposing the no-gap condition (although the numbers are relatively more similar), this cannot be the only explanation, unless data from such additional stations were used even if data from all Dst stations would have been available. The latter possibility is plausible since data transfer in early times of the Dst index was not as fluent as today, and Kyoto WDC may indeed have had more gaps in Dst station data at the time when the Dst index was calculated. Unfortunately, we cannot verify this possibility since the local Dst indices are not available. However, the difference between the Dst and Dxt storm lists reduces with storm intensity and makes only 1 or 2 additional storms in the gapless Dst storm list for the two most intense storm categories. This shows that the large storms include relatively larger disturbances at all local times, whence it is less important for the global Dxt/Dst index where exactly the stations are located.

For definiteness, the results presented in this study are based on storms found when using the global Dxt index and imposing the two conditions mentioned above (no data gaps in any of the Dst stations and a six-day separation between storms). Thus, no interpolation over index data gaps was needed, and all results are based on homogeneous and complete data. Figure 1 shows the average structure of storms of the four intensity levels within the time interval for which full data coverage was required (two days before and 3 days after Dxt minima). The storm curves are obtained by superposing the hourly storm-time indices in each intensity category and then taking the hourly median values. The hour with minimum Dxt was used as the superposed epoch (SPE) zero time. The Dxt minima of the SPE storms of Figure 1 were −76/−134/−191/−256 nT for storms with Dxt minimum below −50/−100/−150/−200 nT. Understandably, at all intensity levels the SPE Dxt minima were below the limit.

However, the amount by which the SPE minima went below the limit decreased from 52% to 28% with storm intensity.

3. Sample Storm Events

[10] We show here two examples of storms, depicting the global Dst and Dxt indices and the local Dxt indices at the four Dst stations. The minimum values of these six indices and their UT and local time hours are given in Table 2 for the two storms. The selection consists of and one major storm (Dst minimum = −301 nT) in July 2000 and one intermediate storm (Dst minimum = −106 nT) in July 2003. As can be seen in Table 2, the Dst and Dxt minima and their UT hours agree well for both storms. One can also see that two local storm-time Dxt minima (HER and SJG) are clearly below the global Dxt minimum for the July 2000 storm, one above (KAK) and one almost equal to Dxt minimum (HON). For July 2003 storm, one local Dxt minimum (HON) was by roughly 35% below the global Dxt minimum, others attaining a roughly similar value as the global Dxt minimum. We will now discuss the time evolution of these storms, as observed at the four Dst stations. The samples show that the storm evolution can be quite similar in the different stations (local time sectors) during some storms, but quite different in others.

[11] Figure 2 depicts the major storm of July 2000. During this storm, the four Dst stations depict a closely similar temporal evolution during the whole storm time, despite the different absolute levels. This is particularly valid for HER, HON and KAK, while SJG depicts the largest disturbance among the four stations at 22 UT, i.e., 2–3 hours earlier than other stations (see Table 2). The minimum of the global Dxt is found at 0 UT. During this storm the momentary asymmetry (the largest hourly difference between any two stations; see Figure 2) is mainly due to the difference in absolute levels of local disturbances, rather than the small timing difference between the local minima. The asymmetry has its maximum at 23 UT, i.e., one hour before the Dxt minimum. The largest disturbance of SJG takes place at 18 LT, in a good agreement with the statistical location of the largest disturbance (see later). This storm is driven by a very regular, almost sinusoidal variation of the solar wind electric field Ey component, which reaches its maximum of about 50 mV/m four hours before Dxt minimum in the middle of the main phase (see Figure 2). The variation of Ey (dominated by variations in IMF Bz; for a detailed study of this event, see Lepping et al. [2001]) reflects the internal

Table 2. Minima of the Global Dst and Dxt and the Four Local Dxt Indices as Well as Their UT and LT Hours for the Two Sample Storms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HER</th>
<th>KAK</th>
<th>SJG</th>
<th>Dxt</th>
<th>Dst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 15–16, 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum value (nT)</td>
<td>−330</td>
<td>−301</td>
<td>−250</td>
<td>−376</td>
<td>−299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum UT hour</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum LT hour</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 11–12, 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum value (nT)</td>
<td>−103</td>
<td>−140</td>
<td>−102</td>
<td>−102</td>
<td>−106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum UT hour</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum LT hour</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure of the magnetic cloud that drives this storm (for more information on CME storms, see, e.g., Tsurutani and Gonzalez [1997], Zhang et al. [2007], Echer et al. [2008], and Gopalswamy [2010]). Clearly, the rapid, coherent evolution at all local times during this storm is due to this specific temporal development of the driver.

[12] As noted above, the other three Dst stations at widely different LT sectors attain their largest Dxt indices almost simultaneously with SJG, not only after reaching the 18 LT sector where SJG detected the largest disturbance. In fact, the large disturbance at 18 LT must have largely decayed before any other station reached that sector. Therefore, the partial ring current region of maximum disturbance at 18 LT must have lasted only a few hours. The westward drift of ions is supported by the heights of maxima decreasing from SJG to HON and KAK, and their relative timing. However, it cannot explain the fact that HER sees at 2 LT a larger disturbance than HON or KAK, even one hour earlier than these two stations but two hours later than SJG. Clearly, if there was one main location of ion injection, it was not in the post-midnight sector but rather between late afternoon and midnight. We note that the double-minimum structure observed in three stations is most likely due to a moderate pressure pulse taking place at this time, increasing the H-component in all other stations except in SJG at 18LT sector. Without this disturbance the development at all four stations would be even more similar.

[13] A very different storm was observed in July, 2003 (see Figure 3). The overall evolution of this storm was much slower than in July 2000 storm, and the maximum value of...
Ey remained significantly weaker. Connected with the first Ey maximum in the late morning of July 11, HON and KAK first, and later HER, observed Dxt minima while in the afternoon sector. For HER, this became to be its storm-time minimum and, even if Ey increased considerably larger in July 12, HER did not see a deeper minimum while in the post-midnight/early morning sector (0–6 LT). The storm-time Ey maximum in early July 12 led to simultaneous storm-time minima in HON and KAK, which were in the afternoon-evening sector at this time. The largest storm-time minimum was observed at HON in the 18 LT sector, again in a good agreement with statistical results (see later). The global Dxt minimum was also attained at this time, even if SJG in the post-midnight sector and especially HER in the morning sector showed rather weak Dxt values. (SJG depicted a very smooth overall evolution with minimum in early July 12 at 21 LT sector, at the time when Ey had a local minimum.)

The July 12 storm depicts only vague direct evidence for the westward drift of ions. If this takes place, only a small amount of ions would reach the morning sector, since HER and SJG detect rather weak local minima after the global Dxt minimum. The ions may have located at higher L-shells, being guided out of the system while drifting around the Earth mostly on open drift shells. This storm was driven by a high-speed stream [Richardson et al., 2006] (for a review of HSS related activity, see, e.g., Tsurutani et al. [2006]). In this storm the relative importance of the 18 LT sector is even more significant than in July 2000 storm. This also leads to an asymmetry (also depicted in Figure 3), which is relatively larger when compared to the global Dxt minima (and roughly equally large even in absolute value) than in July 2000 storm. While the global Dxt minimum in July 2003 storm was only $-106$ nT, the momentary asymmetry during global Dxt minimum hour was $140$ nT. These facts demonstrate that the view based only on the global Dxt minimum is very partial, and that the evolution of this CIR driven storm was in many respects quite different from the evolution of the CME driven July 2000 storm.

### 4. Average Local Dxt Indices

Table 3 shows the values of the average local Dxt minima at the four Dst stations during all storms at four intensity levels in 1932–2009. Table 3 depicts the fact that Honolulu reaches, on an average, slightly larger disturbances and KAK smaller than all other stations. Although the reason to this difference is now understood to be due to the quiet-day treatment in the Dst index recipe [Mursula et al., 2011], we prefer not to correct for this difference here, in order to keep the results as close to the Dst index as possible. Moreover, the station differences are rather small when compared to the overall scale of storm disturbances, and even below the statistical fluctuations among the local Dxt indices at any storm intensity level, as will be shown later.

Table 3 shows that the global Dxt minima are, on an average, less negative than all local Dxt minima for all intensity levels. In fact, the average values of local Dxt minima are $19/22/25/24$ nT more negative than the global Dxt index minima for the four intensity levels. (We also note that the averages of global Dxt minima are almost the same as for the Dxt index at all storm levels, when using the same time interval; these are not shown in Table 3, which depicts the values for 1932–2009.) Table 3 also includes the mean values of the deepest (most disturbed) and the weakest (least disturbed) storm-time local Dxt minimum. The former show that, typically, the deepest storm-time local minimum ($-137/214/285/350$ nT) is about $31/27/24/21$% deeper than the global Dxt minimum of the same storm. Although in individual storms this difference can be much larger, these percentages give the average rates by which the global Dxt/Dst index underestimates the largest local disturbance. Note also that, interestingly, these rates systematically decrease with storm intensity, supporting the view [Richardson et al., 2006] that the weaker storms, which include a considerable fraction of CIR related storms, are relatively more asymmetric than the stronger storms, which are mostly CME driven.

So, e.g., for global Dxt minimum $-100$ nT storms the local Dxt indices of the four stations depict the small systematic differences mentioned above (HON largest, KAK smallest). However, as seen in Figure 4, these differences are much smaller than the spread of Dxt values for any station at any intensity level.

The scatter in local Dxt indices at the time of global Dxt minima (Figure 4, top) is about $180$ nT. On the other hand, when taking the storm-time Dxt minima at each station during each storm, irrespective of the relative timing between the station Dxt minimum and the global Dxt minimum. Note that the Dxt indices of the four stations depict the small systematic differences mentioned above (HON largest, KAK smallest). However, as seen in Figure 4, these differences are much smaller than the spread of Dxt values for any station at any intensity level.

Table 3 also includes the mean values of the deepest (most disturbed) and the weakest (least disturbed) storm-time local Dxt minimum. The former show that, typically, the deepest storm-time local minimum ($-137/214/285/350$ nT) is about $31/27/24/21$% deeper than the global Dxt minimum of the same storm. Although in individual storms this difference can be much larger, these percentages give the average rates by which the global Dxt/Dst index underestimates the largest local disturbance. Note also that, interestingly, these rates systematically decrease with storm intensity, supporting the view [Richardson et al., 2006] that the weaker storms, which include a considerable fraction of CIR related storms, are relatively more asymmetric than the stronger storms, which are mostly CME driven.

The scatter in local Dxt indices at the time of global Dxt minima (Figure 4, top) is about $180$ nT. On the other hand, when taking the storm-time Dxt minima at each station during each storm, irrespective of the relative timing between the station Dxt minimum and the global Dxt minimum. Note that the Dxt indices of the four stations depict the small systematic differences mentioned above (HON largest, KAK smallest). However, as seen in Figure 4, these differences are much smaller than the spread of Dxt values for any station at any intensity level.

Table 3 shows that the global Dxt minima are, on an average, less negative than all local Dxt minima for all intensity levels. In fact, the average values of local Dxt minima are $19/22/25/24$ nT more negative than the global Dxt index minima for the four intensity levels. (We also note that the averages of global Dxt minima are almost the same as for the Dxt index at all storm levels, when using the same time interval; these are not shown in Table 3, which depicts the values for 1932–2009.) Table 3 also includes the mean values of the deepest (most disturbed) and the weakest (least disturbed) storm-time local Dxt minimum. The former show that, typically, the deepest storm-time local minimum ($-137/214/285/350$ nT) is about $31/27/24/21$% deeper than the global Dxt minimum of the same storm. Although in individual storms this difference can be much larger, these percentages give the average rates by which the global Dxt/Dst index underestimates the largest local disturbance. Note also that, interestingly, these rates systematically decrease with storm intensity, supporting the view [Richardson et al., 2006] that the weaker storms, which include a considerable fraction of CIR related storms, are relatively more asymmetric than the stronger storms, which are mostly CME driven.

We have plotted in Figure 4 the local Dxt indices of the four stations for each storm as a function of the global Dxt index of the storm. Figure 4 (top) depicts the momentary Dxt values at each station during the hour of the global Dxt minimum. On the other hand, Figure 4 (bottom) depicts the local storm-time Dxt minima at each station during each storm, irrespective of the relative timing between the station Dxt minimum and the global Dxt minimum. Note that the Dxt indices of the four stations depict the small systematic differences mentioned above (HON largest, KAK smallest). However, as seen in Figure 4, these differences are much smaller than the spread of Dxt values for any station at any intensity level.

The scatter in local Dxt indices at the time of global Dxt minima (Figure 4, top) is about $180$ nT. On the other hand, when taking the storm-time Dxt minima at each station (Figure 4, bottom), the scatter is smaller, about $130$ nT. This is because the smallest (momentary) local disturbances are removed from the distribution. For example, for $-100$ nT storms, the highest (smallest in absolute value) local Dxt minima are about $-60$ nT. However, the largest disturbances in Figure 4 (bottom) are not much larger than in Figure 4 (top), since the global Dxt minimum occurs at a time when at least one station attains its maximum disturbance (see also the sample storms). Interestingly, the spread of the two distributions increases only very slowly with storm intensity and remains almost constant below $-100$ nT. (However, quantile limits increase with intensity slightly faster; not shown.) In case of Figure 4 (top), this indicates that with increasing storm intensity all local time sectors get more and more disturbed by the end of the storm main phase. The constant spread in Figure 4 (bottom), i.e.,
the fact that the difference between maximum local disturbances remains rather constant, is in agreement with the view that storms become relatively more symmetric with increasing intensity. (We will return to Figure 4 later when discussing storm asymmetry.)

5. Local Time Distributions

[19] Figure 5 depicts the local time distribution of storm-time minima of local Dxt indices at each station for Dxt minimum less than $-100$ nT storms. The distribution reproduces the well-known preponderance of the largest disturbances in the evening LT sector and the related ring current local time asymmetry [see, e.g., Takalo and Mursula, 2001; Liemohn et al., 2001; Le et al., 2004; Weygand and McPherron, 2006; Huttunen et al., 2006; Kaledaev et al., 2008; Love and Gannon, 2009]. This was also demonstrated by the sample storms discussed above. For all three northern hemisphere stations the peak of distribution is found at 18 LT, and for HER at 19 LT. The half width of the distribution is about 10 hours from 12 LT to 22 LT, clearly excluding midnight as the location of the largest disturbances. Note also that distributions are not symmetric around 18 LT but tend to have a sharper edge toward midnight (i.e., eastward) than toward noon (westward). In fact, this corresponds to the westward drift of storm-time ions, as will become more evident later.

[20] Note also that HER distribution in Figure 5 slightly deviates from the distribution of the three other stations, depicting a side-maximum at 10 LT. This side-maximum mainly corresponds to those storms where KAK, the first station ahead of HER in local time is in the evening sector of maximum disturbance. In order to demonstrate this, we have taken all those Dxt minimum less than $-100$ nT storms where KAK was located in the 16–20 LT sector and observed the deepest storm-time local Dxt minimum there. Then we calculated the LT distribution of HER storm-time Dxt minima for these storms. Figure 6 shows that this conditioned HER distribution is centered at notably earlier LT hours, with the bulk of the distribution in 11–15 LT sector.
There are hardly any storms around the 19 LT sector in Figure 6. Since HER is 7 hours behind KAK, the 16–20 LT sector in KAK corresponds to simultaneous 09–13 LT at HER. Accordingly, Figure 6 shows that there is a delay of about 2 hours, on an average, until the disturbance moves from KAK to HER. This gives the average motion of the energetic ions to traverse about 5 LT hours in about 2 hours. We note that similar changes in the conditioned LT distributions are found for the other stations as well. (We will analyze these changes in more detail in another publication.) Moreover, the side-maxima are found in the unconditioned distributions (like for HER in Figure 5) for all other stations at higher intensity levels.

In order to further study the local time variation we determined, for each Dxt minimum less than −100 nT storm, the station that depicts the deepest local Dxt minimum, and plotted their LT distribution in Figure 7. This distribution is almost symmetric around the maximum at 18 LT, in notable difference to Figure 5. This is because the Dxt indices of the side-maxima at earlier LT hours (like those depicted for HER in Figures 5 and 6) are generally weaker than the indices of the station that is close to the 18 LT sector and are therefore dropped out from the distribution depicted in Figure 7. (Note also that the distribution of Figure 7 is fully independent of the small difference in the relative heights between the stations, which slightly affects the distributions in Figure 5.) In fact, Figure 7 presents the true LT distribution of the location of the largest disturbance observed by any of the Dst stations during the storm. Note also that the distribution in Figure 7 is very steep both toward the dayside and the night side. The ratio between the average number of Dxt minima at 18 LT and at 00 LT is more than 6. The steepness of the distribution toward midnight is problematic for the view that the disturbances observed in the evening sector are mainly due to ions that have been injected from the tail and drifted westward (for early papers, see, e.g., Lyons and Williams [1984] and Williams [1987]). This imposes a challenge for such observational results [see, e.g., Le et al., 2004] or ring current models [see, e.g., Jordanova et al., 2009; Buzulukova et al., 2010] that find the largest disturbances in the night sector. On the other hand, this is in a good agreement with recent results [Cash et al., 2010] of significant fluxes of oxygen ions appearing in the dusk sector during storm main phase. Related evidence for direct ion outflow from the ionosphere into the ring current in this sector has been found using

Figure 5. Local time distribution of storm-time minima of local Dxt indices at each Dst station for Dxt minimum less than −100 nT storms in 1932–2009.

Figure 6. Local time distribution of local Dxt minima at HER during those −100 nT storms where KAK had the deepest storm-time Dxt minimum in the 16–20 LT sector.
NOAA/POES satellites during a major storm [Asikainen et al., 2005].

6. UT Distributions

[22] Figure 8 (top) depicts the UT distribution of storm-time local Dxt minima at each station for Dxt minimum less than −100 nT storms. Note that each station curve is the same as in Figure 5 but shifted in time corresponding to the station’s longitude with respect to the Greenwich meridian (UT zero longitude). For example, HER UT distribution peaks at 18 UT since HER local time is one hour ahead of UT and the LT distribution at HER peaks at 19 LT (see Figure 5). The mean curve of the four UT distributions of Figure 8 (top) (“4-station mean”) is depicted in Figure 8 (bottom) together with the UT distribution of global Dxt peaks (“Dxt peaks”) and the hourly averages of the global Dxt index (“Dxt mean”) during the same storms. All the three distributions in Figure 8 (bottom) depict a closely similar UT variation. As seen in Figure 8 (top), the two most closely located stations, HON and KAK, have their peak values at 05 UT and 09 UT, i.e., closer than any other pair of station maxima. On the other hand, the longest difference between the maxima of any two stations in Figure 8 (top) is between KAK and HER. The proximity of HON and KAK peaks leads to the morning maximum of the Dxt mean curve in Figure 8 (bottom), and the large separation between KAK and HER to the corresponding minimum around noon.

[23] As seen in Figure 8 (bottom) the UT distribution of hourly values of the global Dxt index (“Dxt mean”) is clearly non-uniform. (A similar UT variation is found also for all Dxt values.) This variation has been suggested to be due to certain solar-terrestrial effects causing UT variability like the Russell-McPherron effect [Russell and McPherron, 1973]. However, the close similarity between the three curves in Figure 8 (bottom) demonstrates that the UT variation of the Dxt/Dst index is mainly due to the slightly inhomogeneous LT distribution of Dst stations, in agreement with earlier studies [Takalo and Mursula, 2001]. Accordingly, studies trying to find evidence on any external causes to such UT variation should take this deficiency into account.

[24] We have plotted in Figure 9 the distribution of UT time differences between the local Dxt minimum hour at the station that depicts the deepest (most disturbed) local storm-time Dxt index, and the global Dxt minimum hour. (In most cases, the station is close to 18 LT; see Figure 7.) Positive value of the time difference means that the station minimum is later than the global Dxt peak. The distribution is strongly peaked around zero, the difference being more than one hour only in about 26% of storms. This indicates that the timing of the global Dxt minimum, i.e., storm intensity, is mostly determined by the hour when one of the stations is at the site of maximum disturbance around 18 LT. This underlines the importance of this LT region because it strongly affects not only storm intensity but also the overall temporal evolution of storms, which is defined in terms of the global Dxt/Dst index. (Note also that the small asymmetry of the distribution in favor of local Dxt minimum at later UT hour indicates the spreading of the disturbed region.)

7. Local Time Asymmetries

[25] As is evident from the previous discussion (e.g., in Figures 5 and 7), the individual stations observe quite different disturbances depending mainly on their local time position. This leads to considerable storm-time local time asymmetry, whose amount varies, e.g., with storm phase and intensity. We have depicted in Figure 10 the distribution of the number of storms for different values of asymmetry, i.e., the difference between the weakest (highest Dxt) and deepest (lowest) local Dxt index at any of the four stations. (This definition gives a positive asymmetry.) All four intensity levels are treated separately in Figure 10. Figure 10a depicts the momentary asymmetries at the hour of the global Dxt minimum, while Figure 10b shows the asymmetry of local minima, i.e., the difference between the weakest and...
Figure 8. (top) UT distribution of storm-time local Dxt minima at each Dst station for Dxt minimum less than $-100$ nT storms. (bottom) Mean of the four local UT distributions (“4-station mean”; red line), UT distribution of global Dxt minima (“Dxt peaks”; blue line) and hourly averages of the global Dxt index (“Dxt mean”; black line) during the same storms.

Figure 9. Histogram distribution of UT difference between the local Dxt minimum hour at the station that depicts the largest local Dxt index and the global Dxt minimum time during Dxt minimum less than $-100$ nT storms.
Figures 10a and 10b show that the mode of the asymmetry distribution (i.e., the most common value of asymmetry) increased from about 70 nT or 50 nT, respectively, for \( D_{xt} < -50 \) nT storms to about 150 or 120 nT, respectively, for \( D_{xt} < -200 \) nT storms. However, the ratio between the typical asymmetry and the storm intensity level (the typical level of local disturbance) is larger for weaker than stronger storms, implying again that strong storms are relatively more symmetric than the weak storms. The weak storms include a large fraction of CIR driven storms whose typical intensity is only slightly below \(-50\) nT [Richardson et al., 2006]. On the other hand, most storms with \( D_{xt} \) minimum below \(-100\) nT are CME driven storms. The momentary asymmetries are naturally somewhat larger than the asymmetries between local minima, since momentary \( D_{xt} \) indices also include rather weak values from the least disturbed stations, which increases the momentary asymmetry (see also Figures 4). However, the distributions extend in both cases until about 220 nT. (Very few storms have even larger momentary asymmetries up to almost 300 nT.) Huttunen et al. [2006] found asymmetries of about 72 nT and 112 nT for a sample of 14 magnetic cloud and 14 sheath driven CME storms of \(-100\) nT intensity, respectively. Convincingly, the mode of the momentary asymmetry distribution for \(-100\) nT storms, about 90 nT, is between the asymmetries for these two storm types. (Note also that the distributions in Figure 10a are fairly symmetric, in particular for stronger storms, while the distributions in Figure 10b resemble more closely a lognormal distribution, probably because they are effectively constrained to be positive by definition.)

Figure 11 shows the hourly SPE median curves, depicting the temporal development of the momentary asymmetry during storms of different intensity levels. SPE
zero time is set to the time of global Dxt minimum. Figure 11 shows the increase of the median asymmetry at Dxt minimum with increasing storm intensity (see Figure 10a). At all storm levels, the asymmetry maximum is strongly peaked at zero epoch time (the end of the main phase defined by global Dxt minimum). The half-width of the asymmetry distribution remains roughly the same at all intensity levels, suggesting that the most disturbed ring current develops (increases and decays) roughly within the same time interval, irrespective of storm intensity. However, the rate of evolution (expressed in terms of nT/hour) is roughly twice faster for $C_0^{200}$ nT storms. This difference is particularly clear during the early recovery phase of storm.

Note also that the distribution in Figure 11 is asymmetric in two ways. First of all, slightly larger asymmetries are found during less than 9 hours before the SPE zero time than equally many hours thereafter. The early asymmetry of the distribution includes the effect of the pressure increases at the dayside before the storm onset and the development of the main disturbances at dusk sector during the storm main phase. (This asymmetry is relatively more pronounced in weak storms.) Secondly, about 10 hours away from the zero epoch time the asymmetry after zero time is at a higher level than before the zero time. This indicates that the asymmetry remains, on an average, at a notable level during the whole three-day interval included in this study.

Finally, we have compared the hourly momentary asymmetry with the asymmetry parameter ASY-H developed at the Kyoto WDC [Iyemori, 1990]. This parameter is calculated from the H-component disturbance at six midlatitude stations (three in both hemispheres) at one-minute time resolution for 1981–2009. For comparison with our hourly estimate of asymmetry, we have constructed three different hourly ASY-H data sets taking the hourly maxima, minima and means of the 60 one-minute ASY-H values for each hour. Figure 12 depicts the scatterplot and best-fit correlation lines between the momentary asymmetry and the three ASY-H indices (correlation coefficients 0.63, 0.58 and 0.44 for ASY-H means, maxima and minima). However, there is a rather large intercept, and the correlation line slope for ASY-H mean is below one, about 0.68. These differences are probably due to the larger number of ASY-H stations, which allows to detect small local asymmetries better than with four stations. Therefore ASY-H mean is slightly larger than momentary asymmetry for storms with asymmetry of about −50 nT and smaller for storms with asymmetry −200 nT. The best agreement is for storms with asymmetry of about −100 nT. Finally, Figure 13 depicts the superposed epoch median values of the three hourly ASY-H indices and the momentary asymmetry for $C_0^{100}$ nT storms in 1981–2009, using the global Dxt minimum time as the SPE zero time. The overall

Figure 11. Superposed epoch median values of the hourly momentary asymmetry during storms of different intensity levels. SPE zero time is the global Dxt minimum time.

Figure 12. Scatterplot between the three hourly ASY-H indices and the momentary asymmetry during Dxt minimum less than $-100$ nT storms in 1981–2009. Best fit correlation lines are included.
time evolution is very similar between the momentary asymmetry and the ASY-H mean.

8. Conclusions and Summary
[30] We have studied the properties of storms based on the unique database of global and local Dxt indices calculated for the four Dst stations in 1932–2009. We required that none of the four Dst stations should have any data gaps during five days around the Dxt minima of storms to be included in the study. This selection condition reduced the number of storms by 25% to 35% (increasing with storm intensity), but guaranteed a homogeneous set of indices during all storms. The database consists of 1268/362/134/59 storms in four intensity categories with global Dxt minimum less than $-50/-100/-150/-200$ nT.

[31] During these storms the global Dxt index minima were, on an average, $-94/-156/-216/-275$ nT, while the mean values of the deepest (most disturbed) local Dxt minima were $-137/-214/-285/-350$ nT. This implies that the deepest storm-time local Dxt indices are typically 31/27/24/21% below the global Dxt index minima. Maximum differences between the storm-time local Dxt minima can be much larger, up to about 200 nT. This emphasizes that the global Dxt/Dst index can seriously underestimate the severity of local disturbances. The difference between the global and local Dxt minima can also lead to erroneous conclusions about storm drivers or the simulation capabilities of storm models, if only trained based on global minima.

[32] The relative difference between global and local minima decreases with storm intensity, supporting the view that the stronger (mostly CME driven) storms are more symmetric than the weaker (mostly CIR related) storms. Asymmetries (and storm main phases) were found to develop (including increase and decay) roughly within the same time interval, irrespective of storm intensity. However, the rate of evolution, especially the decay, is roughly twice faster for large storms. Large storms are marked by the fact that all local time sectors become very disturbed by the end of the storm main phase, leading to relatively more symmetric spatial distribution.

[33] We discussed two sample storms, which depicted the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of local disturbances at the four Dst stations. Notable differences were seen between the two storms of different origin and intensity level, with the larger CME driven storm evolving faster and relatively more symmetrically than the CIR driven storm. The location of the largest disturbance for each storm (and even each injection) is found in the late afternoon sector at about 18 LT. The statistical LT distribution was shown to be very steep both toward the dayside and the night side, with the ratio of Dxt minima at 18 LT and at 00 LT being more than 6, challenging the idea of ions originating mainly in the midnight sector.

[34] We showed that the time of the global Dxt minimum is mostly determined by the hour when one of the stations is at the site of maximum disturbance around 18 LT. This further emphasizes the importance of this LT region because it determines the storm intensity level and also strongly affects the overall temporal evolution of storms. We studied the relative timing of local minima statistically and found that the earlier LT hour stations observed their minimum a couple of hours after the deepest minimum, in agreement with westward drift of ions. Typically, ions drift about 5 LT hours in about 2 hours in the afternoon LT sector. Although the statistical distributions of time differences agree with westward drift of ions, the intensities are larger in the afternoon LT sector.

[35] Concluding, the local Dxt indices have proven to be useful in studying the average properties of storms, in particular in describing the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of storms.
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